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Draw A Square: Some Solutions To Breaking Out Of Our Preconceptions
We are most often trapped in creative thinking by the "GIVENS". If we can
identify these givens, or what we are telling ourselve subconsciously, our chances
of seeing and then solving the problem increases to almost unlimited possibilities.
Looking at some of these givens, let's start with the most common solutions, No.1 and
No. 2. Most draw a square which responds to the givens of A. Drawings are limited to
outlines. B. The square is on a white background (assuming the paper is white). C. The
sides of the square must be parallel to the sides of the paper.

1

2

3

7

8

9

13

14

15

4

5

10

11

16

17

Drawing 3 challenges the "given" rectangle of the paper and allows it to be angled.
Drawing 4 considers the "given" that the line must be solid.
Drawing 5 sees that only one line can define a square by considering three sides of the
paper to be part of a square and not just an edge of the background.
Drawing 6 makes a major breakthrough by seeing the square as a solid shape rather
than just an outline.
Drawing 7 is an even greater revelation, for it disregards the "given" that the white
paper can be the square on a black background.
And just when we think we have identified all our "GIVENS", look at all the other
possibilities...and more!

(Like COLOR! and ....)

6

12

18

Tools and Techniques

DRAWING VISUALIZATION

1. Draw two lines (label "A" & "B") which illustrate
that line "A" appears to be closer than line "B".
Avoid ambiguity.

3. Redraw this ellipse so
that it appears to be seen
from above.

2. Using only outlines, draw two rectangles
which appear to be at different distances
from the viewer.

4. Draw a real square
and an abstract square
in the spaces above.

5. Transform these flat circles into
two spheres, utilizing two different
rendering techniques.

6. Transform this ellipse into a
concave pan. Use only one additional
ellipse with no shading.

7. Transform these rectangles
into 3D cylinders without changing
the viewing angle. Use two
different rendering techniques.

8. Create the illusion that
this circle is a sphere viewed
from slightly above eye level.

10. Create the illusion that one of
these spheres is on the ground and
the other hovering slightly off the
ground.

9. Create the illusion that
this circle is a sphere viewed
from slightly below eye level.

11. Which drawing best
communicates "CUBE"?
Why?
©2001 Richard L. Nelson

Formal Qualities: LineLineLineLine LineLine
Line has...

Action

Weight

Static or at rest,

r
mic o

Dyna

Who's the...

g.
movin

___Comforter?
___Adventurer?
___Psychotic?

Character

___Banker?
___Fashion Model?

Line can...
IMPLIED LINE

Albrecht Durer

Render Form

IMPLIED LINE

Describe Contours

D
IMPLIE

E
LIN

Imply Direction

Fill and Shade

Divide Space
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Measure

Construct 3D Forms

...and much more!

Formal Qualities:

Form FORM & Shape Shape

Form has...
Weight

Size

Plane & Area

It can be... FLAT & 2D or SOLID & 3D
It can also be...

s

Static or Dynamic
Geometric and man-made or

s

Mass & Volume

Organic

Modular

Symmetrical

Asymetrical

❁
Representational Distorted

Abstract

Symbolic

Decorative

Integrated

Non-objective

Elaborate

Hexagon

Good & Poor Gestalt
We immediately see the
cube on the left, but the
semetrical view on the
right is difficult to recognize as a solid form.

EFFICIENT
SIMPLE
COMPLEX

Programmed

Basic Forms In Nature
Hexagon Branching
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Meander

Spiral

Helix

FORM

Using your imagination or the drawings provided:

1. Freehand draw a pie pan as seen from below your eye level.
Show the thickness of the sides.
2. Freehand draw a skillet with a handle.
Show thickness of the sides.
3. Using the rectangle provided, draw
a super-imposed image of how it would
2
appear if it were folded along the dotted
line shown. a. Draw it as it would appear
to be folded flat against itself. b. Show it
as it would appear to be folded at 90 degrees
to itself. c. Draw it at a third angle of your choice.

1

c
b
3
a

4. Using the drawing provided as the bottom of a box,
draw in the four vertical sides, attaching them at the base,
but not along the four vertical corners. In other words, the
finished drawing should appear to be a box with sides that
are falling open.
5. How would you complete this drawing of a cylinder
so as to more clearly describe its edges,
and the spacial relationships of its surfaces.

4

6. Add two additional panels to this
drawing of a folding partition.

6
7. Draw a handle on this cup.
Locate the handle at the dotted
line.

8. Using this cross section of
a cup as your model, freehand
draw it in perspective. Show it
from approximately the same
angle as the handled cup on
the left.

Rendering Tools, Materials & Techniques

Rendering Tools, Materials & Techniques

Rendering Tools, Materials & Techniques

Rendering Tools, Materials & Techniques
Rendering forms to create the illusion of light and shade and various
surface textures can be accomplished in a variety of ways and with a
variety of materials and tools. Tackle the following exercises to discover a few of the means available to the artist to render surfaces.
Render Example #1. In...

Render Example #2. In...

1. Pencil Point
2. Pencil & Smudging
3. Pen Dots
4. Pen Lines (vertical only)

7.Pen Dots

5. Pen Lines (cross hatch)
6. Brush gradation w/ink or paint
8. Pen Lines
(Horizontal)

In addition to drawing these nine exercises, find
examples to share with the class in which these
and other techniques and materials have been
used.
If time permits, render a portion or all of a
previously rendered form in ink. Use the
technique of your choice.

© 1994 Richard Nelson

9. Your choice

Space

There are two kinds of space, real and
illusionistic. Most photos and traditional
Western Art favored the latter, creating the
illusion that the flat canvas or paper was
actually a 3D environment.
Using the principles of Linear Perspective,
discovered by Brunelleschi, and Italian of
the 15th Century Early Renaissance, artists
could, for the first time place the viewer in
their picture, frozen in time and space. Their
goal was to represent the visual world as it
appears.
Appearance, however is not the only reality.
Modern painters such as Picasso, a cubist,
favored a reality which dealt with the significance of reality where our 3D world was seen
not from a single point in space and time, but
rather from multiple views which underscored
only the significant elements of the subject.

The foreground and background pigs are the same size. If
you don't believe it, measure and compare.

Flat Space: Elements to consider
1. Space division.
2. Balance.

For these artists, a painting which retained its
3. Center of interest.
flat appearance rather than an illusionistic space
was more realistic. Collages provided additional 4. Figure/Gound Relationships.
ways by which real space replaced Renaissance
5. Surfaces.
illusions by apply actual layers of materials
on their canvas to create a real third dimension.
Using either or both of these options as tools for
visual communication, artists and designers can
provide an endless array of spacial ideas. What
artists and designers must recognize is when it's
appropriate to use one, the other or both.

FEET

6. Unity and variety.

Three Dimensional Space: Same
Elements as above plus...

1. Linear Perspective. 2. Aerial Perspective.
2. Light and shade.

©2000 Richard L. Nelson

SHAPEOf Space

The
If we agree that all elements of a picture are important,
we should treat both the form and its surrounding space
equally. Artists refer to this space as the negative areas
or ground. This ground surrounds the positive areas or
the figure. So, when the term figure/ground is used it
refers to the relationship of these two factors.

Assignment: Create a black & white composition that
emphasizes a strong figure/ground relationship.
1. Select an object which provides a variety of both
positive and negative shapes.
2. Make a view finder out of two pieces of index card cut
in the shape of an "L".
3. Locate a viewing angle which produces negative shapes
which challenge, if not surpass the importance of the positive
shapes.
4. Using the view finder, draw the shape of the negative
spaces. Fill in these negative spaces in black.
5. Using the two "L" viewfinders, crop the drawing in such
a way as to produce a composition in which the amount of
black and white approximates a 50/50 ratio.
6. As an optional addition to the assignment, create a collage
of the composition using black paper on a white ground.
7. Search for examples of good figure/ground compositions
in books and magazines. Share the pictures with the class.
8. Look at any composition you created previous to doing this
assignment and evaluate its figure/ground relationships.
9. Why is portraiture one of the greater challenges confronting
figure/ground relationship?____________________________
_________________________________________________
10. Study the shapes of the spaces surrounding the word "SHAPE"
in the lesson title. Around which letter do you find the most visaully
appealing negative shape?____________________

©2001 Richard L. Nelson

Note: The white figure
is allowed to blead off
the page. This creates
a more ambiguous design
where either the black
or white could be the
figure.

Perspective Drawing:

.

.

1

Horizon Line or Eye Level

Drawing A Box In One Point Perspective

.

.

.

Basic Rule: All parallel lines converge on the same vanishing point.

3
4
2
BASIC RULE: All lines which are, in reality,
parallel (such as the top edges here)
converge on the same vanishing point.

7
5

5

Draw A Box In 1 Point Perspective Below Eye Level
STEP 1. Locate an arbitrary VANISHING POINT on the H.L. or HORIZON LINE.
STEP 2. Draw am arbitrary line parallel to the horizon.
STEP 3. Draw lines from the ends of this line to VANISHING POINT.
STEP 4. Draw a second horizontal line at an arbitrary distance from the first.

6

8

STEP 5. Place verticals of arbitrary length to ends of line #2.
STEP 6 Place a horizontal line to connect vertical lines 5.
STEP 7. From VANISHING POINT, draw lines to bottom corners
of rectangle. STEP 8. Complete object lines

.

Horizon Line or Eye Level
Draw Boxes In 2 Point Perspective Above Eye Level.

.

1. Draw an arbitrary vertical above H.L.
2. Place arbitrary V.P.s on H.L. (Keep distance as seen)
3. Connect top and botton of vertical to V.P.s.
4. Place left and right side verticals.
5. Connect bottom corners of verticals to V.P. (Note the VP to which each goes.)

Draw Boxes In 1& 2 Point Perspective Above & Below Eye Level.
Use only 2 VPs.

.

.

Complete These Boxes
©2004 Richard Nelson

DRAWING STAIRS IN PERSPECTIVE
This is a four riser staircase.
Each step is the same height and
depth, but notice that the depth is
greater than the height.
1

3.

2

First see these steps
contained in a grid box.

Place this grid in
perspective by first
drawing (arbitrarily)
one of the 4 vertical
divisions using a
single vanishing
point.

HL

Find the middle of this rectangle.
Draw a line from the VP thru the
center of the rectangle to locate the
midpoint of the rectangle. Using the
same system, divide both the top and
bottom to create 4 equal divisions.

4.

Add three more vertical divisions, using
the redundant spacing system.
Arbitrarily determine the second vanishing
point and the length of the stairs. Draw a
vertical from the floor to the top of the first
riser. Complete the rest.

PERSPECTIVE ASSIGNMENTS: From Planes To Boxes And
Up The Stairs
1. Observe a portion of a room or exterior setting of a man-made structure. Using any of the three viewing
tools, freehand draw this subject in pencil. Use a soft lead pencil and varied weights of line in order to
define spatial relationships of form.
2. Mechanically draw, in two point perspective, a floor which resembles a chess board.
3. On this chess board, mechanically draw at least three vertical boxes which might represent chessmen.
4. Add to the previous assignment a box which is floating slightly above the board.
5. Add to the piece just drawn, another box which is connected to the top of the floating piece, creating a
head-like addition.
6. Finally add to your chess set a piece which is composed of at least three rectangular boxes.
7. Mechanically draw a set of stairs in 2 point perspective, incorporating a minimum of four risers. (See
handout for assistance.)
8. Freehand draw boxes from both your imagination as well as observed objects. If you can carry a sketch
pad with you, use any idle time to draw boxes of every description. Keep in mind all previous lessons, e.g.
weight of line, overlapping, observation of corner angles, and distances.
9. Number and date all drawings.

Drawing our Shelves
Examine the drawing provided and answer the
following questions.
1. How many vanishing points were needed in order
to construct this drawing?_____
2. Locate the vanishing point and horizon line.
3. Which shelf is on your eye level?________
4. Where would the viewer have to move in order to
see what's written under the second shelf from the
top?______________________________________
5. Where would you stand if you wished to see the
right edge of these shelves?____________________

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Using the drawing provided and your
mechanical drawing tool, draw the following:
(Keep all construction lines light; all object lines
dark.
1. Two additional shelves above shelf #1.
Make all shelves and the spaces between them
the same size.
2. Draw a rectangular piece of paper (similar to
a sheet of typing paper) on shelf #1 and 4.
Draw it so that one corner extends beyond the
front edge of the shelf.
3. Draw a box on shelf #5 which has its back
side flat against the back wall of the shelf.
(Assuming there is a wall.)
4. While we're making assumptions here, let's
assume that there is a wall against which the
right side of these shelves is pressed. Draw a
shelf on this wall which intersects with shelf #3.
Draw this shelf so that it appears to be the same
depth and width as all of the other shelves.
5. Draw a box which has been placed on your
new shelf addition. Place the box at an angle to
the front edge of the shelf.
6. Draw a set of books on two different shelves
of your choice.

DRAWING EQUAL S PACES IN PERS PECTIVE

H.L.

VP

T

D

D

X
X

X
C

4

M
M

3
2

S TEPS TO FOLLOW

1. Draw an arbit rary vert ical (1).
2. Connect bot h t he t op and bot t om
t o an arbit rary VP.
B 1
3. Draw a second vert ical (2) at an
arbit rary dist ance from vert ical (1),
but cont ained wit hin t he t op and bot t om
vanishing red lines.
4. Find t he mid-point (M) of t he rect angle
creat ed by t he t wo vert icals and vanishing
lines. (Draw diagonals from corners.).
5. Draw a line (C) from t his mid-point t o
t he vanishing point . Where it int ersect s
vert ical (2), ident ify t hat int ersect ion as
(X).
6 . Draw line (D) from t he t op corner of
vert ical (1) t hru (X) unt il it crosses line(B).
This int ersect ion is where vert ical (3) is
Const ruct ing t he same spacing in 2 point perspect ive
est ablished.
and on a flat plane differs only slight ly. S ince t here are
no vert icals, parallels must go t o t he same vanishing point s. 7. Draw vert ical (3) which is not arbit rary.
Not e how t he dist ance bet ween vert icals
(2) and (3) has been reduced from t hat of
vert icals (1) and (2).
8 . Locat e vert ical (4) and any addit ional
vert icals following t he same procedure.
(Line (D) will always st art at t he t op of
t he vert ical, cross (X) and st op at (B).
© 20 0 0 Richard L. Nelson

ED PLANE: Drawing In 3 Point Perspective

a simple gabled cottage which sits on
e (a ground which is not level).

3. Show all construction lines in H.B. pencil;
object lines in darker pencil.
4. No shading.

2. Include the following:

5. Label all vanishing points, e.g. 1,2,3, etc.

a. A gabled roof. b. At least three windows
which are evenly spaced along one wall. c. A
deck. d. Any features you wish to add in order
to make your house a home.

Constructing an inclined plane requires a third vanishing point.
Without this third point, all lines would be parallel to the horizon,
and, by definition, an inclined plane does not run parallel to the
horizon. Note how a simple inclined gable is constructed with the
use of a third vanishing point.
NOTE: This point is arbitrary.
It determines the slope of the
roof. It's also the 3rd point.

3RD
POINT

HORISON

B
A

NOTE: To find the peak of the
gable requires that you first locate
the mid-point of the side of the
house (note diagonals and the
vertical line which extends up from
the intersection of these diagonals).

C

NOTE: The house is sitting on an inclined plane (one side only).
Note how the slope was created with the 3rd vanishing point.
Also note that the house sits on a foundation which raises the
side of the house which is down hill.
NOTE: This profile of the house shows how it sits on the slope. The
house is level to the horizon, but the foundation sits on an inclined
plane.
The letters on this drawing correspond to those on the perspective
drawing above.
Copyright 1990 Richard L. Nelson

A

C

B

Circles and Cylinders

FROM ELLIPSE TO CYLINDER IN LINEAR PERSPECTIVE

2. Using the two squares drawn in
perspective, draw in an ellipse within each
square. Label the long and short axis.

1. In order to draw a circle in linear
perspective, we must first be able to
draw a square in perspective.
Knowing that a circle will fit in a
square, touching all four sides at the
mid-point of each side (fig. #1), we
can then construct the circle within
the square.

H.L.

3. Draw a box with 2 square ends and rectangular sides
in one point perspective. Draw a second in two point
perspective. Draw one so that it is seen above the
horizon; the other below the horizon. (See example)

Note: After constructing an
ellipse at each end of the box,
connect the two ellipses with
lines which represent the
sides of a cylinder. These
lines are not the same as the
lines defining the sides of the
box. (See sample drawing
on next page.)
4. Construct an ellipse in both
ends of both boxes.

NOTE: The ellipse shown
touches the mid-points of all
four sides of the square end.
Project these 4 points back to
the opposite end to locate the
4 points needed to construct
the second ellipse.

5. Draw two boxes similar to those drawn above,
but instead of showing them in a vertical position,
present them lying on the ground.
6. Construct ellipses or circles in each box.
7. Turn each box into a cylinder
8. Mechanically draw three cylindrical columns, evenly
spaced in a line running from the foreground to midground.

Drawing
The
Cylinder
Draw in the long and
short axis for each.
Complete this drawing.

Complete this drawing
of a cylinder. Do not extend
the cylinder's height.

Using the ellipse given,
draw a simple cylinder.

Draw a circular hole in the
middle of this ellipse.

Using the ellipse given,
draw a simple cylinder.

Using your drawing tablet...
1. Draw a coffee mug from
three or more views.
Do not include the handle.
2. Draw the same mug as
seen lying on its side.
Draw it from three
different views.
3. Draw the same mug with
its handle.

Freehand draw a
handle on this
cylinder, following
lecture/demo.

Complete the
mug's base.
Why is the mug's
lip wider on the
two ends?

Drawing The Mug,
Or
How To Handle It!
To place a handle on the
mug, draw an ellipse where
the handle engages the
cylinder. (blue lines.)
Draw lines from the midsection of the handle to
the center of each blue
ellipse. If these lines
miss the center point,
the handle will engage
the mug as seen in this
example.
NO

YES
Top View
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1. Cover these pictures with
a sheet of tracing paper.
2. Draw in the hidden lines
of the bottom ellipses for
each mug.
3. Draw in the long, short
and central core axis for
each mug.
4. Draw in the construction
lines (see sample here) of
each cup.
5. Freehand draw an actual
mug from six similar views.
6. Note any discoveries.

What Do I Know About Circles & Cylinders?
1. Which represents a circle in 3D space?___
2. Which is an oval?___ 3. Which is an ellipse?___

4. Which represents a small circle
centered on a larger circle?___
Explain.__________________________
________________________________
5. Which suggests a concave surface?___

A

A

B

B

C

C

Explain.___________________________________________________________

A____

B____

C____

D____

E____

F____

Each of these drawings is faulty. Match each mistake with one of these answers.
There can be multiple answers for any one drawing.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The closer ellipse should be larger than the more distant one.
The long axis of an ellipse should run 90 degrees to the sides of a cylinder.
The short axis of an ellipse increases as it falls below our eye level.
The bottom ellipse has no tight turn where it meets the sides of the cylinder.
The exterior ellipse should match the partially visible interior ellipse.
The weight of line fails to describe the difference between real edges and
transitional surfaces.
7. Real edges (the ellipses) are not distinguished from transitional surfaces ( the sides of the
cylinder). Heavier lines might better suggest a real edge; lighter lines, transitional surfaces.
8. The long axis of a horizontal ellipse is always parallel to the horizon.
9. The long axes of the ellipses are not parallel.
10. The ellipse flattens out on one side.
11. The handle is attached to the cup at an incorrect angle.
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Light

GEOMETRIC FORMS IN LIGHT AND SHADE
These lessons involve the understanding of
how light defines geometric forms. This
understanding comes through careful
observation, discussion, formulating
principles, and drawing.
Assignment #1.

Observation Questions

Observe a rectangular solid and a cylinder
illuminated by a single light. Identify every
visual phenomenon which pertains to light
and shade. Utilize the drawings of the two
forms to sketch out any observations, and
try to answer the questions relating to your
observations.

1. Where is the light source? (Identify this
on the drawing provided.)
2. Where is the lightest and the darkest area
on the object?
3. On a scale of 1 to 10 , how dark is the
darkest area compared to the black piece of
paper attached to the object?
4. How is the width of the cylinder's shadow
determined? The rectangular solid? Diagram
it on drawing.
5. Where is the shadow darkest? Indicate
on the drawings to the left.
6. How does the value of the shadow
compare with the darkest value on the object?
7. Other observations?

Some Rendering Exercises To Be Done Before Starting The Final Drawing
1. Create a graduated surface from
black to white in the space #1.

Space #1

2. Create a graduated surface from
black to white on space #2., but this
time, start with all black corners and
gradate to a white center.

Black

3. Repeat #2, but reverse the gradation
so that the corners are white.

Black
© Richard L. Nelson 1990

White

Black

Black

Black

White

Space #2

White

White

Black

White

Space #3

White

Plotting Shadows

L

The length of the
shadow runs from
point (B) to point (X)

T

L LIGHT
T TOP

Plotting a 2 Dimensional Shadow.
POST

B BOTTOM
STEP 1: Establish the following arbitrary items.
a. Ground line. b. Post. c. Light Source.
Label each point according to the above diagram.

G GROUND

Plotting A 3 Dimensional Shadow
Translating a 2D plot into a 3D plot requires an
additional plot. If a form exists on a 3 dimensional
plane, unlike the 2D one above, both the form and
the light source must be set in a 3D space. Visualizeing it in a box might make the concept clearer.
Note: In the 3D plot, the light has a base point. This
was not required in the 2D plot, because the light was
glued to a flat surface. Point B establishes that the light
is not only to the left of the post, but behind it as
well. All of the items have been arbitrarily placed.

POST

G
X
B
STEP 2: Draw a line from the Light source thru Top
of post; another from Ground thru Bottom of post.
Where the two lines meet is X. Line BX is the length
of the shadow.

L

T

B
B

L

T

T

B

B

X
B

X

Some Exercises: Using the preceding plots as examples,
draw several more, changing the positions of the light.
Step 1. Following the same steps as those used in
a 2D plot, draw a line from (L) through T until it passes
somewhere below the box.
Step 2. Connect both (Bs) with a straight line and carry
this line out to the right until it meets line (LT). Point X
is the spot where these two lines meet. The line from the
(B) or bottom of the pole to X is the length and direction
of the shadow.

Next, construct a cube and plot its cast shadow.
Note: In the illustration on the left, the
shadow of a wall is plotted. If each end is
viewed as a post, with a Top (T) and Bottom
(B), the two X points are found. Simply
join the X points and the shape of the cast
shadow is revealed.
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Forms Described By Light
Drawings can take on many forms and styles.
Whether the choice favors a sketch, contour
outlining, shading and the limitless array of
rendering techniques and expressive styles,
all decisions should respond to what the artist
wants to say.

Drawing Assignment
Draw an organic form such as the example
shown here according to the following criteria:
1. Do a quick sketch with a soft, graphite pencil.
Get a feel for the form's proportions, contours
and value range.
2. Crop the sketch for compositional plan.
3. Enlarge the composition and develop the sketch
into a final, full value graphite rendering.
4. Render a second composition in black ink on
white paper. Reduce all values to either black
or white.
5. Render a third composition in black ink on white
paper which has a full range of values. Render
the grays with your own choice of techniques.
These might include, dots, parallel lines and
cross-hatching.
6. Avoid using outlines to describe edges. Edges
may disappear in some areas, so use this to
your advantage.
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Here are some examples of how
the same image might be presented.
Each describes the same form, but
each rendering solicits a different
viewer response. By matching idea
with an appropriate rendering
technique, the artist is better able
to convey his message.

Never leaf well enough alone!
Trace the contour lines (see sample)
of this plant on a piece of tracing
paper.
Begin by drawing in the center stem
line. Vary the weight of line according
to its descriptive role.

Sample

Simplify!
Draw a portion of a plant or floral
arrangement in pencil on white paper.

Look for the
basic structural
planes and build
from this foundation.

Continue with a full sheet composition
of a plant drawn in conte crayon on
charcoal paper. Use either black or
sepia color on white paper.

Placing a leaf form in a rectangle
helps us visualize the distortion
caused by foreshortening.
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Putting It All Together:

Drawing & Composition's Final Assignment

Assignment: Draw a composition which incorporates all the lessons of the course.
Criteria:
1. No color. 2. Size? 3. Subject? 4. Interpretation? 5. Medium? 6. Forming Process?

Preliminary Composition Study: Digital Recording
This exercise provides a warm-up to the final assignment by incorporating
a digital camera as a fast recording tool. Each student will submit an image
to be displayed and critiqued by the class .
Procedure:
1. Using the cropping "L"s provided, find a composition within the studio or
within the immediate area out-of-doors.
2. Take a single picture of the composition chosen. Time limit is 5 minutes.
Camera availability is on a first come...
3. Images will be downloaded into the computer and displayed to the class.
4. Critique of each work will provide some ideas and concepts which may be
transferred and exploited in the final drawing. These pictures are not to be
used in the final drawing.

Plane
Recession

